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Hi David,
Attached is the quote and a drawing this is from a blue print I think.   They want cad drawings
of our units.
The items quoted I numbered, unfortunately I could not highlight them, I only have so much I
can do to a document like that sent to me. Some of the items changed and some they opted
not to quote.
1) VG30 w/ faucet.
2) Kettle, please show the K40GL, there are two options on the quote we do not offer the size
they want.

3)VWT18B W/overlapping front top 90” for items 3 & 4. And an 18” wide riser w/ double
shelves.
4) 2 X V6B36S w/  34DHS72 double high shelves 72” wide.
5) VWT18B w/ 72” common front top ledge and 34DHS72. Overlapping riser for items 5, 6 and
7.
6) V1FT18B  18” wide French top with cabinet base.
7)VCS36 versatile cooking station

8) VWT36B w/90” front top ledge for items 8, 9, 10 and a V36DD
9) V2P36 plancha w/ VSC36 refrigerated base,  w/ 34DHS54 for items 9 and 10.
10) VWT18B Spreader

11) 3TR45CF fryer battery

Let us know if you need some clarification.  Kelly can provide any that I cannot.
Kelly,
Attached is the quote at 50% off of list.  That is how all quotes are provided from this office,
any dealer discounting is up to you.  You may know that but I haven’t created a quote for you
before.

Nan

**Please send quote requests to quotes@vulcanfeg.com **
Nan Lambert
Vulcan/Wolf Customer Service
800-814-2028 ext 5085
502-515-5085

Disclaimer - This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and contain privileged or copyrighted
information. You must not present this message to another party without first gaining permission from the sender.
If you are not the intended recipient, you must not copy, print, distribute or use this email or the information
contained in it for any purpose other than to notify us.
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If you received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this email from your system. We
do not guarantee that this email is free from viruses or any other defects although due care has been taken to
minimize the risk.
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